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Mid Azure Consultant
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Company: Reply Polska Sp. z o. o.

Location: Cluj-Napoca

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Responsibilities

As a Mid Azure Consultant, you will be responsible for delivering solution designs

and architectures for initiatives within the Azure Cloud.

Together with your team you are able to find the best solution for the customer’s

demands and guide him into the right direction.

Development of concepts for the introduction of Azure Services, especially in the context

of change & adoption processes within the organization of our customers.

Implementation and/or project management of migration and rollout.

Your focus is to consult the customer on Cloud transformations  and show up with

your engineering skills.

You provide guidance on engineering methodologies and best practices to

improve the customer’s environment.

You can prepare and support on customer workshops on a technical level.

You are willing to continuously improve your knowledge and skills.
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Motivizer Benefits Platform to choose and manage all your benefits in one place. You

receive a budget (550 PLN monthly). You can choose a medical care package, meal

tickets, sports cards  (we have Multisport and on preferential terms, we have

membership cards to one of the most popular Gyms), cinema tickets, shop

vouchers, discounts and many more.

Language Courses  – you'll have access to a multi-language learning platform enabling

you to practice your language skills and learn new ones!

Regular and systematic further training opportunities - both internally and from

external providers.  We support your ongoing learning and development.

Cooperation within an internal community is our everyday reality. We

have networking events, coding challenges, and company parties for different

occasions.

Qualifications

You have a successfully completed degree in IT-related fields.

You have 3 years of experience in IT and projects, at least 2 of them with Cloud solutions

and services.

Strong Interest in current cloud technological trends with Azure Infrastructure e.g.

(Entra ID, Enterprise Landing Zone, Monitoring)

Advanced Knowledge in the realization of transition projects and related Microsoft

technologies.

 Ideally certifications in the field of Azure, ITIL.

As well as consulting skills, flexibility and very good communication skills with customer.

Experiences with Managed Service systems like Matrix42 or ServiceNow



AGILE is not a magic and you know how it works.

Good English or German skills round off your profile, as well as the willingness to travel

occasionally.

About Cluster Azure

Cluster Reply is the Reply Group company specializing in consulting and system integration

of Microsoft technologies. As a Microsoft partner, Cluster Reply is active in Germany, Austria

and Switzerland and works within the Reply network with sister companies in Brazil,

Great Britain, Italy as well as the USA. The company focuses on innovation and supports

customers in their digital transformation. The solutions range from on-premises to cloud

applications in the areas of modern workplace and security, business applications,

applications and infrastructure as well as data and artificial intelligence.
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